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a well-paid and ample staff of leaders, most of them experienced in
the command of strikes, many of them skilful as organizers, all
forming a class apart, a profession with interests distinct, though
not necessarily antagonistic to those of the workpeople they lead,
but from their very raison d'Stre^ hostile to those of the employers,
and the rest of the community . . . they organize frequent meetings,
at which paid speakers inoculate the working classes with their
ideas and urge them to dictate terms to candidates for Parliament/
and the employers were appealed to 'to join and support the newly-
formed National Federation of Associated Employers/
The employers thus determined to meet the trade unions on their
own lines, by organizing their forces for both defence and attack.
There were few people who blamed them for taking this step, and
least of all the organized workers: but, as is usual with British
manufacturers, they were behindhand by at least two generations.
In the end, however, the unions found themselves confronted by a
capitalism which was better organized than themselves and, not-
withstanding their accumulated wealth and negotiating strength,
they found themselves powerless to do anything, as unions, either
to produce a 'more equitable social order/ or even effectually to
protect their own members in the limited spheres of wages and
hours. They were therefore compelled to choose between impotence
in the industrial sphere^ and the possibility of success through organized
political power.
Thus, when we began our propaganda among the members of
the unions, they were already disillusioned with, and impatient of,
the old methods, and they were won to the new faith with unex-
pected ease and speed* They were detached from Liberalism and
Toryism as easily as grapes are taken from a vine. The younger
members of the unions, ready for a new adventure, were ours
almost from the beginning of our campaign, and they carried the
challenge to the inside of the unions. There, they persuaded
and pestered; they cajoled and captured,- first of all, those whose
political affiliations were only nominal, while the older members,
heroes of many stubborn fights and devoted to the traditions of the
Liberal Party, resisted sullenly, protested with decreasing venom,
and, saying they would never consent, in the end consented, and
became supporters of the new policy. Many of the old leaders
remained characteristically loyal to the ideals that had governed
their lives. Their long service, and the affection of their fellow-
workers, which they had won by solid service, gave them the right

